ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY
Katlisho uses photography as a means of selfexpression, creating introspective work to better
understand his life experiences and the reality he
lives in. Growing up in the social setting of a small
village, he had an idealised idea of how the world
worked only to be frustrated with the harshness of
its reality.
Katlisho’s work reflects his own position within a
shifting but unchanging landscape, and a
representation of his layered and geographically
scattered sense of home, characterized by a
questioning of one’s belonging, a persistent feeling
of displacement, of not quite fitting into a space an experience shared by many of his peers and
generations before them.
Katlisho Tleane (b.1991) was born in Ga Maja, a
village outside Polokwane in the Limpopo province,
South Africa. He is a self-taught photographer
working in the modes of self-portraiture and street
photography. Shortly after moving to
Johannesburg his work ‘Cattle Herders’ was part of
the top 100 Thami Mnyele Fine Arts competition in
2019. In 2020 he enrolled for an advanced
photography course with the
Through the Lens Collective where he developed
his most recent body of work.
He participated in THE IMAGE IS OUR VOICE at
Berman Contemporary, 2021 and is now part of
the New Vanguard mentorship programme for
2021.

Instagram @Katlisho_Kat
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ARTIST RESUME
ARTIST RESUME
Group Exhibitions
2021
DO YOU SEE WHAT I SEE, curated by Eels van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2021
THE IMAGE IS OUR VOICE, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary,
Through the Lens Collective, Johannesburg
2020
Pictures from the inside, Through the Lens collective, Johannesburg
2019
Photographs are not facts, Through the Lens collective, Johannesburg
Awards
2019

Thami Mnyele Fine art Award Top 100 Finalist

Art Fairs
Publications
2021
2020
2021
2019
2021
2021
2021
Publications

THE IMAGE IS OUR VOICE by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, 2021
Artist Solidarity Assistant Project (ASAP) 2021, Candice Berman Gallery
Katlissho KatGrapher Tleane, ISSUU, The Story Magazine
Pictures from the inside, Through The Lens Collective, 2021
Grappling with being human by Michelle Harris, Mail & Guardian, 2021

Education
2019
2021
2019
2016
2015
2009
Education

Mentorship in Photography with Through the Lens Collective
Certificate in Advanced Computing, Judy Prince (PTY) LTD
Bachelor of Social Work, University of Limpopo
Grade 12, Ditsepu Secondary School

2014
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ARTIST STATEMENT

Everything that we are is influenced by experience. Each and everyone of us is influenced by either
internal and external life factors. These can be social, political, or economic factors.
We are born into a world of systematic arrangements that shape our ways of thinking and living. My
experience of the world began when I was born in 1991, a time when democracy was promised and
said to be granted.
A new system of governance paved the way for hope in 1994. However, the reality of a rainbow
nation, equality and economic freedom continue to haunt us like a distant dream. The system that
was meant to change everything only changed for a few. Social ills amongst our communities
continue because of the lack of proper services, employment opportunities and economic
development etc.
I grew up in a non-traditional family due to labour migration. Typically, in African communities,
young children are left with their grandparents whilst their parents seek employment in other towns
or provinces. Currently, this tradition hasn’t been dissolved by the system. I also had to leave home
to seek better opportunities once I left University. Being taught that education is the key out of
poverty, I studied until I got my degree, but little changed as I spent years being unemployed. I
found myself angry at the system that failed to give me a better life.
As a means for survival , I took on a job irrelevant to my degree In the East Rand, a social worker
working as an IT technical support technician and have an opportunity to access places with
systematic relevance places such as private and public institutions. I work as an IT technician in
and around the Eastrand in the Gauteng province. Moving around I am exposed to people and
places and that allows me to share my feelings about the experiences that I’ve encountered.
Having a fascination for photographs for a very long time, 2017 I finally owned my very first DSLR
Camera which I bought while I worked as an intern. I began photographing, teaching my self and
exploring the fascination I had with photographs. As time went by, I began to learn how to use both
the camera and the medium photography as means of self expression.
I create photographs to explore and identify unknown qualities about myself, so I better understand
the reality I live in, memories, my experiences, experiences with people who I know and find my
self around. I create my work to investigate the relationship between myself, the places I find
myself in and the people around me.
My photography journey began as an escape from the complexities of life. With my armature skills
I’d take photographs of random scenarios that triggered my interest. This subconsciously developed
into a love for photography and creating insightful stories.
My photography is about the personal, social and systematic influences throughout my life journey,
how they’ve shaped my view about myself and my place in the world. I also photograph myself in
spaces that I feel represent me, my mental space ,and my experiences of the system.
I intend to show how I see myself fit in this world, through the surroundings that I find myself in.
These could be buildings and places as old as I am that I find have a bearing in my life. Issues post
democracy that affect young people and communities as we are part of the system and these
experiences and places makeup the system.
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WE TEND NOT TO PAY ATTENTION | 2021
With my work is to communicate the complexities of human emotions through self portraiture
photography. I use my self and spaces I find my self within as my subjects. when I create with the
plan to evoke unconfronted emotions other people are experiencing or had experienced before. I
understand certain emotions are hard to express at all levels and with my work I intend to help the
viewer accept, own and confront their own emotions.
We are human and we tend not to pay attention too things that don't make us feel happy. It's okay
to experience unpleasantness and it's okay to express it because we all go through it.

The Pointof Less Ness I, II, III, 2021
Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 200gsm
Edition of 5 + 2 AP
Size: 21 x 14cm
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The Seer I, III, IV, VI 2021
Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 200gsm
Edition of 5 + 2 AP
Size: 30.5 x 21cm
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The Seer II, V, 2021
Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 200gsm
Edition of 5 + 2 AP
Size: 35 x 21cm
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THE GREATEST VICTORY | 2020
I grew up in the village of Ga Maja in the Limpopo province. My rural life and upbringing influenced
my ideology of how things should be until I moved to the city for better opportunities. I quickly
learned things where different from how I was socialized.
My photography seeks to capture my transition, the reality I live in, my memories, experiences,
and experiences of people I know. I create my work to investigate the relationship between my
self, people around me and the spaces I find my self in.

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | THE IMAGE IS OUR VOICE | KATLISHO TLEANE
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The Greatest Victory I, 2020
Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 200gsm
Edition of 5 + 2 AP
Size: 123 x 75cm
Framed size: 150 x 85.5 x 5cm
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Katlisho Tleane
The Greatest Victory II, 2020
Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 200gsm
Edition of 5 + 2 AP
Size: 123 x 75cm
Framed size: 150 x 85.5 x 5cm

Katlisho Tleane
The Greatest Victory III, 2020
Archival pigment on Felix Schoeller True Fibre 200gsm
Edition of 5 + 2 AP
Size: 123 x 75cm
Framed size: 150 x 85.5 x 5cm
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ASAP | 2021
The Covid-19 global pandemic affects all artists in South Africa.
In 2020 Candice Berman formed the novel relief programme Artists Solidarity Assistance Project 2020
dedicated to South African visual artists. Just over a year later, the initiative is still thriving and the
proceeds from the edition sales have greatly assisted these artists with financial relief allowing them to
pay studio and other living expenses. Owing to the success of this initiative Candice has extended the
project to the ASAP 2021 with a New Collection of images. We have collaborated with 30 visual fine
artists and have put together a new selection of 30 images. The art proceeds will be split equally
between 30 artists and are paid out monthly. These are limited edition prints which commemorate the
ongoing impact of Covid-19. It is a positive contribution to supporting and standing together with our
artists during this time. Each archival inkjet image is an edition of 50, printed onto Felix Schoeller True
Fibre paper. Please support us in our solidarity initiative to raise funds for the 30 participating artists.

Katlisho Tleane
O Mang, 2020
Archival inkjet image on Felix Schoeller True Fibre
29.7 x 42cm
We are not immune to experiencing emotions. Every human being goes through emotions, either
good or bad. Society has taught us that unpleasant emotions should be put aside and never
expressed in front of masses. Society deemed expressing unpleasant emotions or a form of
weakness especially if you are male. We go through these unpleasant feelings due to certain
human experiences that we never openly express ourselves.
My work intends to depicts these unpleasant emotions and challenge stereotypes, we feel need to
be expressed in order to heal. They may be mine or of other people that I had engaged with on all
levels of interactions. These may be due to memories, past or present experiences and situations
that resulted to unpleasant feelings. I use self-portraiture and portraiture photography to relay
relatable photographs. I use, props low lighting, slow shutter speed and sometimes double
exposure in the process of production to show bring my ideas to life the best way as possible.
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For Berman Contemporary, it’s important to keep an eye out for artists with emerging
practices – it’s incredible how many talented visual artists, born and living in South
Africa, we come across during our visits to studios, exhibitions and graduation
shows. ‘Making it’ in the world of art is a matter of hard work, but there are also
factors like luck, timing and exposure at play.
We are proud to say that, in 2020, Berman Contemporary has launched The New
Vanguard, a platform for artists with emerging practices, whom we believe could do
with a little support. We create possibilities for these artists to showcase their work
in a professional gallery and during curated group exhibitions and art fairs. We
support them in applying for competitions and residency programmes, and in
developing an artist portfolio which will help them to capitalise on their talents.
The visual artists currently participating in The New Vanguard are: Gina van der
Ploeg, Hazel Mphande, Katlisho Tleane, Natalie de Morney, Nomfundo Mkhize and Tré
Mkhabela. As always, many of these artists honed their skills at an academy, but a
fair number of The New Vanguard will be self- taught artists. From our perspective,
each and every one of them deserves the exposure. This might be the first time you
hear of them, but it won’t be the last.
Of course, there is an element of self-interest for the gallery in creating The New
Vanguard; we are sitting front- row when it comes to the development and
uncovering of new artist practices. We are also hoping that some of these artists
will continue developing until they can be fully represented by Berman
Contemporary.
We take a loose approach to defining what an ‘emerging’ practise is. Broadly
speaking, these artists are in the first 10 years of their career, but – above all – we
are looking for artists who have a singular voice, artists who have something to say
about the world we live in, or how it is represented by the medium they work in. It is
not easy to stand out in today’s image-saturated reality, so they must have an
original voice to cut through all that visual noise. We are open to new talents who
are interested in developing themselves in the area of Contemporary South African
Art and being actively involved in their own professional development.
The artists are working in a large variety of media such as photography, ceramics,
textiles, painting and found objects. In preparation for their first group exhibition,
opening in August, they will have the opportunity to interact with each other
and/or be involved in the curation of the exhibition.
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding
of the cultural richness and diversity of South African
contemporary art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant
group of artists living and working in South Africa.
Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to
artists from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes
celebrate their historical and cultural heritage and give voice to
their complex societal realities, evoking an active and
interpretative experience for the viewer.
Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work
created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to
establish a synergistic network between South African artists
and their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently want
to engage with the current South African art scene – not only
as observers, but as active analysts, experimenters and
contributors within this context and with this specific audience
in mind.

